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ABSTRACT
Studying the Milky Way disk structure using stars in narrow bins of [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] has recently been proposed
as a powerful method to understand the Galactic thick and thin disk formation. It has been assumed so far that these
mono-abundance populations (MAPs) are also coeval, or mono-age, populations. Here we study this relationship
for a Milky Way chemodynamical model and show that equivalence between MAPs and mono-age populations
exists only for the high-[α/Fe] tail, where the chemical evolution curves of different Galactic radii are far apart. At
lower [α/Fe]-values an MAP is composed of stars with a range in ages, even for small observational uncertainties
and a small MAP bin size. Due to the disk inside-out formation, for these MAPs younger stars are typically located
at larger radii, which results in negative radial age gradients that can be as large as 2 Gyr kpc−1. Positive radial age
gradients can result for MAPs at the lowest [α/Fe] and highest [Fe/H] end. Such variations with age prevent the
simple interpretation of observations for which accurate ages are not available. Studying the variation with radius
of the stellar surface density and scale height in our model, we ﬁnd good agreement to recent analyses of the
APOGEE red-clump (RC) sample when 1–4 Gyr old stars dominate (as expected for the RC). Our results suggest
that the APOGEE data are consistent with a Milky Way model for which mono-age populations ﬂare for all ages.
We propose observational tests for the validity of our predictions and argue that using accurate age measurements,
such as from asteroseismology, is crucial for putting constraints on Galactic formation and evolution.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: structure – Galaxy: abundances –
Galaxy: disk – Galaxy: evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of the Milky Way thin and thick disks is one
of the most important topics in the area of Galactic
archaeology. The Galactic thick disk has been the subject of
study since its discovery (Gilmore & Reid 1983; Yoshii 1982).
Mechanisms of thick disk formation include vertical heating
from infalling satellites (e.g., Quinn et al. 1993; Villalobos &
Helmi 2008), turbulent gas-rich disk phase at high redshift
(e.g., Bournaud et al. 2009; Forbes et al. 2012), massive gas-
rich satellites (Brook et al. 2004, 2005), and accretion of
satellite debris (Abadi et al. 2003).
Formation of thick disks by radial migration was proposed
as a mechanism by Schönrich & Binney (2009), later on
advocated by Loebman et al. (2011) and Roškar et al. (2013).
This idea was challenged by Minchev et al. (2011, 2012),
demonstrating that migrators in N-body models do not have
any signiﬁcant effect on disk thickening. Several independent
groups have now supported these ﬁndings in more recent works
(Martig et al. 2014; Vera-Ciro et al. 2014; Aumer et al. 2016;
Grand et al. 2016), establishing this as a generic result of disk
dynamics. The reason behind this is the conservation of vertical
action of migrating populations (see Minchev et al. 2011;
Solway et al. 2012; Vera-Ciro et al. 2014). Interestingly, when
merger perturbations are accounted for, as in cosmological
simulations, migration has a negative effect on disk thickening
(Minchev et al. 2013, hereafter MCM13; 2014a, hereafter
MCM14; Grand et al. 2016).
We recently proposed a new model for the formation of thick
disks (Minchev et al. 2015). We showed that in galactic disks
formed inside-out, mono-age populations (groups of coeval
stars) are well ﬁtted by single exponentials and always ﬂare
(the disk thickness increases with radius). In contrast, when the
total stellar density is considered, a sum of two exponentials is
required for a good ﬁt, resulting in thin and thick disks which
do not ﬂare. We related this to the scale-length increase of
younger populations, which ﬂare at progressively larger radii.
Such a scenario explains why chemically- or age-deﬁned thick
disks are centrally concentrated (Bensby et al. 2011; Bovy
et al. 2012), but geometrically thick populations in both
observations of external edge-on galaxies (Yoachim &
Dalcanton 2006; Pohlen et al. 2007; Comerón et al. 2012)
and in the Milky Way (Robin et al. 1996; Ojha 2001; Jurić
et al. 2008) extend beyond the thinner component.
Flaring of mono-age disks also explains the inversion of
metallicity gradients with increasing distance from the disk
midplane, as younger metal-rich stars in the outer disk can
reach high vertical distances. This inversion has been found in
a number of spectroscopic Galactic surveys (e.g., SEGUE—
Cheng et al. 2012, RAVE—Boeche et al. 2013, APOGEE—
Anders et al. 2014) and in simulations (MCM14, Minchev et al.
2015; Kawata et al. 2016; Miranda et al. 2016). A similar
argument goes for the inversion of [α/Fe] seen in observations
(Boeche et al. 2013; Anders et al. 2014). Both of the above
phenomena result in models from a negative age gradient at a
high distance above the disk midplane. Such an age drop with
radius was recently observed in the Milky Way (Martig et al.
2016a) using APOGEE ages (Martig et al. 2016b) estimated
from the abundance ratio C/N and calibrated with asteroseis-
mic Kepler data.
The recent analyses of the APOGEE red-clump (RC) sample
by Bovy et al. (2016; hereafter B16) suggest that the structure of
groups of stars in narrow bins of [Fe/H] and [α/Fe], known as
mono-abundance populations (MAPs), is different for stars with
high- and low-[α/Fe] values. While the high-[α/Fe] MAPs
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were found to have surface density proﬁles, ( )S r , consistent
with single exponentials in the range  r4 14 kpc and
showed no ﬂaring, the low-[α/Fe] MAPs exhibited peaks in
( )S r and did not ﬂare. The lack of ﬂaring in the high-[α/Fe]
MAPs was interpreted as evidence that the Milky Way thick disk
was not created by the perturbative effect of mergers, which is
expected to cause disk ﬂaring in mono-age populations
according to the analysis of Minchev et al. (2015). The B16
interpretation assumes that an MAP is also a mono-age
population.
In this paper we use the Milky Way chemodynamical model
described in MCM13 and MCM14 (hereafter, the MCM
model) to study the relationship between MAPs and mono-age
populations, and make a comparison to the results of B16. The
disk structure of MAPs and mono-age populations in a disk
formation simulation has been previously investigated by
Stinson et al. (2013), where it was concluded that MAPs are
mostly comprised of coeval stars. We will show that, while the
latter is true, more signiﬁcant differences between MAPs and
mono-age populations become apparent when the variation of
disk structure with galactic radius is considered. These can
have important implications for the interpretation of observa-
tional data for which accurate stellar ages are not available.
2. THE MODEL DATA
To properly model the Milky Way it is crucial to be
consistent with observational constraints at redshift z=0, for
example, a ﬂat rotation curve, a small bulge, a central bar of an
intermediate size, gas to total disc mass ratio of ∼0.14 in the
solar vicinity, and local disc velocity dispersions close to the
observed ones.
While cosmological simulations would be the natural
framework for a state-of-the-art chemodynamical study of the
Milky Way, a number of star formation and chemical
enrichment problems still exist in fully self-consistent simula-
tions (see discussion in MCM13). To avoid these problems,
MCM13 created a hybrid chemodynamical model using a high-
resolution simulation in the cosmological context coupled with
a pure chemical evolution model (CEM).
The simulation used for the MCM model is part of a suite of
numerical experiments presented by Martig et al. (2012), where
the authors studied the evolution of 33 simulated galaxies from
z=5 to z=0 using the zoom-in technique described by
Martig et al. (2009). This technique consists of extracting
merger and accretion histories for a given halo in a Lambda-
cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmological simulation and then re-
simulating at much higher resolution (150 pc spatial, and 104–5
M mass resolution).
The general formation and evolutionary behavior of the disk
formation is similar to many recent simulations in the
cosmological context (e.g., Brook et al. 2012; Bird et al.
2013; Stinson et al. 2013; Marinacci et al. 2014). An initial
central component is formed during an early epoch of violent
merger activity, where gas-rich mergers supply the initial
reservoir of gas at high redshift and merger activity decreases
with redshift, similarly to what is expected for the Milky Way.
This inside-out disk formation results in older stellar popula-
tions being centrally concentrated (see Figure 1 and left panel
of Figure 2). The right panel of Figure 2 shows disk ﬂaring for
all mono-age groups considered.
The CEM used for the MCM chemodynamical model was
similar to that of Chiappini (2009) and is described in MCM13.
The disks grow inside-out in both the CEM and the simulation,
although not exactly at the same rate due to the unconstrained
nature of the simulation. A comparison between the two star
formation histories (SFHs) as a function of cosmic time is
shown in Figure A.1 by MCM14. To be consistent with the
CEM chemical enrichment, which is the direct result of the
SFH, the simulation SFH was weighted to match that of the
CEM. Further details about the MCM model, comparison to
observations, and prediction for future surveys can be found
in MCM13, MCM14, Minchev et al. (2014b, 2016), and
Anders et al. (2016a, 2016b).
For comparison with the APOGEE data we constrain
spatially our model in the range  r3 15 kpc and
∣ ∣ z 3 kpc. As in the data, we deﬁne the ratio [ ]a =Fe
[([ ] ) ]+ + + +O Mg Si S Ca 5 Fe using the model’s che-
mical abundances.
B16 estimated random uncertainties of [ ]d a =Fe 0.02 dex
and [ ]d =Fe H 0.05 dex, empirically determined using scatter
in open clusters. To make our results comparable to the data,
we implement uncertainties in our model [α/Fe] and [Fe/H]
drawing from Gaussian distributions with standard deviations
0.02 dex and 0.05 dex, respectively. Also as in B16, to deﬁne
an MAP we use bins of [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex and [ ]D =Fe H
0.1dex. B16 calibrated the APOGEE chemical abundances to
the solar abundance scale using the open cluster M67 by
Figure 1. Top: edge-on view of our model galaxy at different time of the disk
evolution. Bottom: face-on view of the disk at the same time outputs as above.
An inside-out disk formation and strong perturbations by infalling satellites at
high redshift are apparent from these snapshots.
Figure 2. Disk stricture of model mono-age populations. Left: stellar surface
density, Σ, as a function of Galactocentric radius, r, for different age groups
(color curves) using an age bin of 1 Gyr. More centrally concentrated older
stellar populations are seen, consistent with an inside-out disk growth. The total
disk scale-length in the shown radial range is indicated in gray. Right: variation
of stellar density scale height, hz, with r. Flaring is present for all age bins.
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applying constant offsets of −0.1 dex and −0.05 dex to the
APOGEE abundance scales of [Fe/H] and [α/Fe], respec-
tively. To normalize our model to the B16 APOGEE RC
sample, in Figure 7 we apply an offset of −0.1 dex in [Fe/H].
3. RESULTS
3.1. When is an MAP a Mono-age Population?
One way to answer the above question is by considering the
age–[Fe/H] and age–[α/Fe] relations in a Milky Way CEM.
An MAP would be a mono-age population only if its
constituent stars have a spread in age no larger than that
expected from the MAP bin size used.
In our CEM, for r 4 kpc and look-back time –8 9 Gyr
the interstellar medium temporal increase in [Fe/H] and
decrease in [α/Fe] is ∼0.05 dex Gyr−1 and ∼0.03 dex Gyr−1,
respectively (see Figures 4 and 7 in MCM13). Considering
the MAP bin size of [ ]D =Fe H 0.1dex and [ ]aD =Fe
0.05 dex used by B16 and this work, in order for an MAP to be
a mono-age population it should consist of stars that span an
age range of no more than 2 Gyr.
For the old, high-[α/Fe] stellar populations the chemical
evolution is much faster: in the period 9–11 Gyr at r=8 kpc
the rate of change in [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] is ∼0.3 dex Gyr−1 and
∼0.1 dex Gyr−1, respectively. In this case, for the MAP bin
size used in this work, a mono-age population needs to have an
age range of no more than –~0.3 0.5 Gyr. For the discussion in
this paper, keeping in mind the difﬁculty of measuring ages
with a Gyr precision for 10 Gyr-old stars, we will consider 2
Gyr to be sufﬁciently small to deﬁne a mono-age population.
3.2. Mean Age Variation with Radius of Model MAPs
The leftmost panel of Figure 3 shows stellar density contours
for the model [α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane. Overlaid are 17 MAPs of
bin-sizes [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex and [ ]D =Fe H 0.1dex, cen-
tered on the [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] values indicated by the two
color bars in the rightmost panel.
The second panel of Figure 3 shows the mean age variation
with Galactocentric radius, r, for each MAP shown in the
leftmost panel. The same color coding is used. An interesting
observation is that only the most metal-poor and [α/Fe]-rich
MAPs show no age variation over the radial range shown, i.e.,
can be considered mono-age populations. Even for the highest
[α/Fe] MAPs, as [Fe/H] increases to −0.5 and then −0.3 dex
(top row of bins in the leftmost panel) a drop in mean age is
seen at >r 12 and >r 8 kpc, respectively. The clustering of
the highest [α/Fe] MAPs at –~10 11 Gyr is related to the fact
that, for our MAP bin size, an MAP at these regions of the
[α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane corresponds to a narrow range in age (see
Section 3.1). Larger separation among the MAP mean ages is
seen for lower-[α/Fe] and higher-[Fe/H] MAPs because the
star formation rate decreases with time. This allows the same
MAP bin size to host stars with increasingly larger age
range. As [α/Fe] drops to 0.2 dex (second row of bins in the
leftmost panel of Figure 3) the negative radial age gradient
grows to ∼2 Gyr kpc−1. Finally, at [α/Fe]<0.05 and
[Fe/H]>0.0 dex a ﬂattening and inversion in mean age at
larger radii results. The radius at which this takes place
increases from ∼5 kpc to ∼12 kpc as MAP position changes
from ([α/Fe], [Fe/H])=(0.0, 0.4) to (0.1, −0.3).
The third panel of Figure 3 shows the radial variation of the
stellar density scale height, hz. Similarly to the mono-age
populations studied in Minchev et al. (2015), single exponen-
tial ﬁts are found to be sufﬁcient for all MAPs. Strong ﬂaring is
seen only when the mean age is relatively constant with radius,
as is the case for the MAPs at [α/Fe]=0.3 dex. For the MAPs
at [α/Fe]=0.2 dex hz(r) is mostly ﬂat. This is related to the
negative age gradients seen in the second panel of the ﬁgure.
Flaring reappears for MAPs at [α/Fe]<0.05 and
[Fe/H]>0.0, which is where the age variation with radius
ﬂattens and inverts.
The rightmost panel of Figure 3 shows the stellar surface
density, Σ, as a function of r for the same MAPs as in the
previous panels. ( )S r falls off as a single exponential for the
high-[α/Fe] MAPs (blueish colors) but type-II breaks appear for
MAPs at lower [α/Fe] values. This plot is very similar to the
second and third top panels of Figure 11 by MCM14, where it
was already noted that the lack of good ﬁt by single exponential
proﬁles for low-[α/Fe] high-[Fe/H] stars was in contrast to the
results of Bovy et al. (2012) using the SEGUE G-dwarf sample.
3.3. Are MAPs Mono-age Populations at a Fixed Radius?
We have just demonstrated that, for our model, MAPs are
not mono-age populations, except at the highest [α/Fe] values.
We now study the variation with radius of the age dispersion,
which will give us an indication of whether MAPs are mono-
age populations for stars at a ﬁxed galactic radius.
Figure 3. Disk stricture of model MAPs. Leftmost panel: stellar density contours for the model [α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane (contour levels shown on top). Overlaid are 17
MAPs of bin-sizes [ ]aD =Fe 0.05 dex and [ ]D =Fe H 0.1 dex, centered on the values indicated by the two color bars in the rightmost panel. Second panel: mean
age variation with Galactocentric radius, r, for all MAPs shown in the leftmost panel using the same color coding. Only the most metal-poor and [α/Fe]-rich MAPs
are mono-age populations. Third panel: same as second panel but the vertical axis shows the stellar density scale height, hz. Strong ﬂaring is seen only when mean age
is constant with radius. Rightmost panel: same as second and third panels but showing the stellar surface density, Σ, as a function of r. Σ falls off as a single
exponential for the high-[α/Fe] MAPs (blueish colors) but type-II breaks are seen for MAPs at lower [α/Fe] values.
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Figure 4 shows the age dispersion, sAge, as a function of ﬁnal
(left panel) and birth (right panel) radius for the model MAPs. At
each radius sAge is estimated as the standard deviation of stars in a
radial bin of 0.5 kpc. A ﬁrst impression from looking at this ﬁgure
is the overall increase of sAge with decreasing [α/Fe], which is an
indication of the degeneracy introduced by the closely spaced
chemical evolution curves of different Galactic radii at low
[α/Fe] (see bottom left panel in Figure 4 by MCM13).
Contrasting ( )s rAge with Age(r) (second panel of Figure 3)
we ﬁnd an inverse correlation in the radial trends of most
MAPs. Very low age dispersion exists for the highest-[α/Fe]
MAPs, while the largest age spread is in the most metal-rich
and [α/Fe]-poor stars.
A signiﬁcant decrease in sAge is seen for all MAPs and radii
when plotted against the mean birth radius (right panel of
Figure 4). This contrast between ( )s rAge and ( )s rAge birth is
indicative of the effect of radial migration—stars with a large
spread in birth radii and with a range in ages can have similar
chemical compositions (i.e., fall in the same MAP), thus
increasing the age scatter at a given ﬁnal radius.
According to our deﬁnition in Section 3.1, all MAPs of non-
migrators are mono-age populations. Assuming a Gaussian age
distribution, the maximum age dispersion of 1 Gyr seen in the
right panel of Figure 4 then corresponds to an age range of
about 2 Gyr. As migration takes place sAge more than doubles
(left panel of Figure 4). This, however, has no large effect on
the highest-[α/Fe] MAPs, which is consistent with the
conclusion from Section 3.2 that these MAPs are the only
mono-age populations.
For MAPs centered on intermediate metallicity and [α/Fe]
values (the majority of stars) there is a prominent positive
gradient of ∼1.5 Gyr kpc−1 in age dispersion. This trend in
( )s rAge is mostly due to the increase with radius in the fraction
of migrators to non-migrators described and discussed by
MCM14 using the same model we use here, although some of
these variations are already seen in ( )s rAge birth .
Oscillations in ( )s rAge with a wavelength of about 2 kpc are
seen in many of the MAPs in Figure 4. This is consistent with
the expected typical jumps stars execute during migration (e.g.,
Roškar et al. 2011). The structure in ( )s rAge , therefore, may be
possible to relate to the radial migration efﬁciency as a function
of time and galactic radius.
3.4. Variation with Age of Model MAP Surface Density Proﬁles
We showed in the previous sections that our model MAPs
can be composed of stars with a range of ages. It is therefore
interesting to explore how an MAP scale length changes when
the age range changes. For the sake of comparison to the
APOGEE data we pick MAPs with the same central [α/Fe] and
[Fe/H] values as the low-[α/Fe] MAPs deﬁned by B16. We
remind the reader that for comparison with the APOGEE RC
sample we apply an offset of −0.1 dex in [Fe/H].
In the top row of Figure 5 we plot the surface density as a
function of Galactic radius, ( )S r , for our model low-[α/Fe]
MAPs. The leftmost panel shows stars of all ages; moving
rightward, stars become progressively younger, as indicated.
When stars of all ages are considered, breaks in ( )S r exist for
MAPs with [Fe/H]  -0.1dex and the decrease in density is
always monotonic. This is in contrast to the APOGEE RC
sample, where all low-[α/Fe] MAPs were found to exhibit
peaks. As older stars are discarded, however, ( )S r starts to
decrease at smaller radii due to the more centrally concentrated
older populations. For the subsample with age <4 Gyr we ﬁnd
peaks in ( )S r for all low-[α/Fe] MAPs, which is very similar
to the result of B16. This result is consistent with the
expectation that the APOGEE RC sample peaks in age at
1–4 Gyr (B16, Girardi 2016).
The bottom row of Figure 5 is similar to the top one, but Σ is
plotted versus the birth radius, rbirth. The differences between
the shape of ( )S r and ( )S rbirth give an indication of how much
radial migration has taken place in the model. For all age
subsamples MAPs are much more concentrated at birth
(bottom) compared to the ﬁnal time (top). More metal-poor
populations always peak further out in the disk as expected for
an inside-out formation and as seen in APOGEE.
To explore further, in Figure 6 we show again ( )S r and
( )S rbirth for all low-[α/Fe] MAPs, but this time mono-age
populations of width 2 Gyr are considered. It is clear from this
ﬁgure that the ( )S r peaks shift to lower radii as the sample age
increases. This is especially obvious for ( )S rbirth . For example,
for the MAP centered on ([α/Fe], Fe/H)=(0.1, −0.5) the
peak shifts from ∼14 to ∼7 kpc as age increases from the
youngest to the oldest age bin shown in the ﬁgure. This overall
peak shift to lower radii as age increases explains the wider
( )S rbirth proﬁles in the bottom row of Figure 5.
3.5. Matching the APOGEE RC Sample
As discussed above, to match the surface density proﬁles
of the APOGEE low-[α/Fe] MAPs we need a sample
peaking at low ages (Figure 5). For the high-[α/Fe] MAPs,
however, single exponential ( )S r is well reproduced by
considering the model unbiased sample. This is because the
RC sample bias toward younger stars is not important at high
[α/Fe]. The model density proﬁles for the exact APOGEE
MAPs considered by B16 are presented in the left column of
Figure 7.
It was already shown in Figure 3 that the disk scale heights
for MAPs at [α/Fe]0.2 dex are ﬂat with radius. This lack
of ﬂaring in a model for which all mono-age populations ﬂare
is due to the negative age gradient present for MAPs in this
region of the [α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane. The highest [α/Fe]
MAPs considered by B16 are centered on [α/Fe]=0.2 dex,
which explains the ﬂat scale height proﬁles they found. In
Figure 3 it was also seen that for MAPs centered on [α/
Figure 4. Age dispersion, sAge, as a function of ﬁnal (left) and initial (right)
radius for the model MAPs. Compared to the second panel of Figure 3, we ﬁnd
inverse correlations with the mean age radial trend for all MAPs. Very low age
dispersion is found for the highest-[α/Fe] MAPs, while the largest spread is in
the most metal-rich and [α/Fe]-poor stars. The contrast between ( )s rAge and
( )s rAge birth indicates the effect of migration—stars with a large spread in birth
radii and with a range in ages can have similar chemical compositions (i.e., fall
in the same MAP), thus increasing the age scatter at a given ﬁnal radius.
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Fe]=0.0 dex ﬂaring reappears due to inversion in the
negative age gradient at this region of the [α/Fe]–[Fe/H]
plane. This is also true for MAPs at the slightly higher values
of [α/Fe]=0.05 dex. The model scale heights for the exact
APOGEE MAPs considered by B16 are presented in the right
column of Figure 7.
We note that, in view of our ﬁndings, neither the low- nor
the high-[α/Fe] MAPs, shown in Figure 7, are directly
indicative of the Milky Way disk evolution because of the
range in ages found in each MAP. Age information is necessary
to assess the disk chemodynamical evolution.
3.6. The Effect of MAP Bin Size
We assess in Figure 8 how our results are affected by
increasing the MAP bin size. The top row of the ﬁgure shows
age ( )r and hz(r) for 17 model MAPs and is identical to the
corresponding panels of Figure 3. The second row shows the
same plots but the [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] bin sizes are increased by
a factor of two. The most obvious effect of this is the decrease
in disk ﬂaring for the highest [α/Fe] MAPs. As the MAP bin
size increases by a factor of four (bottom row of Figure 8), the
ﬂaring almost completely disappears, except for the most
Figure 5. Top: surface density proﬁles of low-[α/Fe] MAPs for the MCM model. The [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] bins are the same as the low-[α/Fe] MAPs in B16. In the
left-hand panel we show stars of all ages, while in the other panels stars become progressively younger, as indicated. As older stars are discarded, all MAPs start to
exhibit peaks, which shift to larger radii the more metal-poor the MAP, similarly to the APOGEE RC sample. Bottom: same as top but plotted vs. birth radius.
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for groups of stars of common age, i.e., mono-age populations, as indicated. As the mean age decreases the density peaks shift to larger
birth radii for all MAPs. This explains the wide birth radius distributions at the cumulative age cuts in Figure 5. Because MAPs can be composed of a range of ages, to
put constraints on the Galactic chemodynamical evolution MAPs need to be decomposed in mono-age populations.
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metal-poor highest-[α/Fe] bin. We can see from the left row
that disk ﬂaring is removed because of the negative radial age
gradients resulting from the contamination by younger, outer
disk stars, as the bin size increases. Some decrease in ﬂaring is
also seen for the most metal-rich and [α/Fe]-poor MAPs.
Figure 8 showed that increasing the MAP bin size turns
the highest-[α/Fe] ﬂat radial age gradients negative and,
thus, removes their ﬂaring. The contamination of MAPs
by neighboring bins is a function of position in the
[α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane, the MAP bin size, and the abundance
uncertainties. The uncertainties of 0.02 and 0.05 dex in [α/Fe]
and [Fe/H], respectively, quoted by B16 and convolved into our
model are at the highest level of precision we can hope Galactic
spectroscopic surveys can achieve. Therefore, according to our
model, except at the highest [α/Fe] of 0.3 dex, we cannot hope to
ﬁnd MAPs which are also mono-age populations.
While at high-[α/Fe] a small bin size and small uncertainties
can result in MAPs being mono-age populations (i.e., no age
variation with radius), this is not possible at low [α/Fe], due to
the age-abundance degeneracy expected in this part of the
[α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We used a chemodynamical model tailored to the Milky
Way and consistent with a number of observational constraints,
to study the relation between MAPs and mono-age populations
in the radial range  r3 15 kpc. We found that only MAPs
at the highest-[α/Fe] values are also mono-age populations
(Figure 3). At [α/Fe]<0.25 dex an MAP is composed of stars
with a range of ages, despite the small errors implemented and
the small bin size. Due to the inside-out disk formation,
younger stars are typically deposited at larger radii, which gives
rise to a negative age gradient for a given MAP.
Therefore, although the model disk ﬂares for all mono-age
populations (Figure 2, right), ﬂaring representative of a mono-
age population is found only for MAPs at [α/Fe]0.25
(Figure 3). For MAPs at 0.05[α/Fe]0.25 dex the
resulting negative age gradients cause a relatively ﬂat scale
height variation with radius.
At [α/Fe]<0.05 dex an inversion from a negative to a
positive slope in age is found for a given MAP, where the
turning point shifts to larger radii as metallicity decreases. Here
ﬂaring is also found, but it is not characteristic of that in a
mono-age population, i.e., we cannot use this to directly draw
conclusions about the disk evolution as an MAP here
represents a mix of populations.
The age dependence of MAPs is also reﬂected in the shape
of the surface density proﬁles, ( )S r , where, as age decreases,
peaks in ( )S r form for all MAPs at low-[α/Fe] (Figure 5).
We demonstrated that our model can match well the surface
density and scale height radial proﬁles of MAPs in the APOGEE
RC sample. For model MAPs consistent with the high-[α/Fe]
APOGEE MAPs studied by B16 we found no ﬂaring, as in the
data. The reason for this is that the highest [α/Fe] MAPs B16
considered were centered on [α/Fe]=0.2 dex, which is in the
region where age mixing occurs (see Figure 3). MAP structure
could not be explored at higher [α/Fe] and [Fe/H]<−0.5 dex
due to the low statistics of the APOGEE RC sample in that region
Figure 7. Left column: a match to Figure 11 by B16. As in the APOGEE RC
sample, the high-[α/Fe] MAPs (in this case [α/Fe]) do not display breaks or
peaks in their surface-density proﬁles but are consistent with single
exponentials. Also in agreement with the observations, the low-[α/Fe] MAPs
show peaks at increasingly larger radii the lower the [Fe/H] bin. Right column:
a match to Figure 13 by B16. As in the APOGEE RC sample, the high-[α/Fe]
MAPs do not show any ﬂaring, i.e., their scale height, hz, does not increase
with radius. In contrast, the low-[α/Fe] MAPs ﬂare.
Figure 8. Assessing the effect of MAP bins size. Top row: identical to the
second and third top panels of Figure 3. The [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] bins sizes are
as in B16. Middle row: an increase in the bin sizes by a factor of two, as
indicated. The strong ﬂaring for the highest-[α/Fe] MAPs is decreased
signiﬁcantly. Bottom row: as the bins sizes are increased by a factor of four the
ﬂaring almost completely disappears.
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(see Figure 5 by B16). The upcoming APOGEE data release 14
in 2017 will increase the RC sample by about 60%. This will
make it possible to test our prediction that MAPs should show
disk ﬂaring at [α/Fe]>0.25 dex and even possibly at the
currently explored [α/Fe]=0.2 dex but at metallicities lower
than −0.5 dex.
We note that depending on the α-element used, e.g., O, Mg,
Si, S, Ca, or a combination thereof, as in B16 and this work, the
range of [X/Fe] (where X is an α-element) will be different.
For example, in the case of O an equivalence between MAPs
and mono-age populations would most likely happen at a
higher value, i.e., at [O/Fe]>0.4. Future work should explore
the relation between MAPs and mono-age populations for
different individual elements and different Galactic models.
For the high-[α/Fe] model MAPs we found surface density
proﬁles consistent with single exponentials, as in B16. We could
also explain the peaks of the low-[α/Fe] MAP density proﬁles
as the result of a bias toward younger ages in the APOGEE RC
sample. The ( )S r peak location is a function of position in the
[α/Fe]–[Fe/H] plane and related to the radial and temporal
variation of metallicity in the disk. The fact that the peak shifts
outwards as metallicity decreases indicates an inside-out disk
formation. The peak amplitude is meaningful only in a bias-
corrected observational sample. The ( )S r spread around the
peak of a given MAP is an indication of the heating and angular
momentum redistribution that have taken place in the disk.
Another testable prediction using chemokinematical informa-
tion only is that the peaked surface density proﬁles found for the
low-[α/Fe] MAPs of the APOGEE RC sample should disappear
for a sample representing better the disk older stellar population
in the Galaxy. This is because for each MAP older stars will be
preferentially concentrated in the inner disk and will thus change
the shape of ( )S r mostly inwards of the density peak.
Alternatively, splitting the RC sample into mono-age
populations (even as wide as 2 Gyr) should reveal a shift in
the MAP density peaks to lower radii, the older the age group,
while eventually losing the peak for the oldest age groups (see
Figure 6).
Radial migration is a strong function of time and Galactic
radius with especially active radii at the bar’s CR and 2:1 OLR
(e.g., Minchev & Famaey 2010; Brunetti et al. 2011). It may be
possible to constrain this by searching for variations in the surface
density radial proﬁles of mono-age populations for a given MAP.
For example, in Figure 6 we ﬁnd mostly smooth single peaks for
( )S rbirth for MAPs of different ages (bottom row) but as
migration takes place wiggles in the ﬁnal ( )S r can be seen (top
row). These density ﬂuctuations are washed out for the oldest
stars because of their larger velocity dispersions. It may be very
challenging, but not impossible, to relate this structure in ( )S r to
the migration efﬁciency as a function of time and Galactic radius,
as age uncertainties improve in the near future.
Another way of constraining the migration temporal and
spatial evolution may be by relating the ﬂuctuations in the age
dispersion radial proﬁles of MAPs (Figure 4) to resonant
locations associated with dynamical instabilities.
It is clear from the above discussion that age information is
very important for recovering the disk chemodynamical
evolution. Asteroseismology will play a key role in this, as it
gives the opportunity to obtain ages over large distances. It is
seen from our results that age precision of around 1 Gyr (half
the age bin size used in Figure 6) would be enough to test our
predictions. This seems to be feasible already (e.g., Anders
et al. 2016a; Noels & Bragaglia 2015), although larger samples
with seismic information, covering several lines of sight, are
necessary, as in a combination of all K2 and CoRoT ﬁelds.
We thank the anonymous referee for a constructive report
that helped improve the manuscript. I.M. acknowledges
support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under the
grant MI 2009/1-1.
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